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Chinese Pinyin English Definition

动物 dòng wù animal; Classifiers: 只
绝对 jué duì absolute; unconditional
不 bù (negative prefix); not; no
应该 yīng gāi ought to; should; must

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

衣服 yī fu clothes; Classifiers: 件
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

对 duì right; correct; couple; pair; towards; at; for; to face; opposite; to treat (sb a certain way);
to match together; to adjust; to fit; to suit; to answer; to reply; classifier: couple

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit

只 zhǐ only; merely; just; but; grain that has begun to ripen; variant of 只
豪猪 háo zhū porcupine

来说 lái shuō to have one's say; to interpret a topic (from a certain point of view); now we come to talk
about it, ...

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

衣服 yī fu clothes; Classifiers: 件
是 shì is; are; am; yes; to be
个 gè individual; this; that; size; classifier for people or objects in general

大 dà big; huge; large; major; great; wide; deep; older (than); oldest; eldest; greatly; very much;
(dialect) father; father's elder or younger brother

灾难 zāi nàn disaster; catastrophe
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一头 yī tóu one head; a head full of sth; one end (of a stick); one side; headlong; directly; rapidly;
simultaneously

骆驼 luò tuo camel; (coll.) blockhead; ninny; Classifiers: 峰
或许 huò xǔ perhaps; maybe

在 zài (located) at; (to be) in; to exist; in the middle of doing sth; (indicating an action in
progress)

不该 bù gāi should not; to owe nothing
打扮 dǎ ban to decorate; to dress; to make up; to adorn; manner of dressing; style of dress

的 de of; ~'s (possessive particle); (used after an attribute); (used to form a nominal
expression); (used at the end of a declarative sentence for emphasis)

地方 dì fāng region; regional (away from the central administration); local

乱 luàn in confusion or disorder; in a confused state of mind; disorder; upheaval; riot; illicit sexual
relations; to throw into disorder; to mix up; indiscriminate; random; arbitrary

打扮 dǎ ban to decorate; to dress; to make up; to adorn; manner of dressing; style of dress
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit
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条 tiáo strip; item; article; clause (of law or treaty); classifier for long thin things (ribbon, river,
road, trousers etc)

蛇 shé snake; serpent; Classifiers: 条

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

不 bù (negative prefix); not; no

上 shàng on top; upon; above; upper; previous; first (of multiple parts); to climb; to get onto; to go
up; to attend (class or university)

裤子 kù zi trousers; pants; Classifiers: 条
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit

只 zhǐ only; merely; just; but; grain that has begun to ripen; variant of 只

老鼠 lǎo shǔ rat; mouse; Classifiers: 只

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

在 zài (located) at; (to be) in; to exist; in the middle of doing sth; (indicating an action in
progress)

衣帽 yī mào

中 zhōng China; Chinese; surname Zhong; within; among; in; middle; center; while (doing sth);
during; (dialect) OK; all right

迷路 mí lù to lose the way; lost; labyrinth; labyrinthus vestibularis (of the inner ear)
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit

只 zhǐ only; merely; just; but; grain that has begun to ripen; variant of 只
绵羊 mián yáng sheep

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

上衣 shàng yī jacket; upper outer garment; Classifiers: 件

服 fú
clothes; dress; garment; to serve (in the military, a prison sentence etc); to obey; to be
convinced (by an argument); to convince; to admire; to acclimatize; to take (medicine);
mourning clothes; to wear mourning clothes

恐怕 kǒng pà fear; to dread; I'm afraid that...; perhaps; maybe

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

感觉 gǎn jué to feel; to become aware of; feeling; sense; perception; Classifiers: 个
很 hěn (adverb of degree); quite; very; awfully
热 rè to warm up; to heat up; hot (of weather); heat; fervent
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因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一头 yī tóu one head; a head full of sth; one end (of a stick); one side; headlong; directly; rapidly;
simultaneously

猪 zhū hog; pig; swine; Classifiers: 口

可能 kě néng might (happen); possible; probable; possibility; probability; maybe; perhaps; Classifiers: 个

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

把 bǎ to hold; to contain; to grasp; to take hold of; handle; particle marking the following noun
as a direct object; classifier for objects with handle; classifier for small objects: handful

衣服 yī fu clothes; Classifiers: 件
搞 gǎo to do; to make; to go in for; to set up; to get hold of; to take care of

得 dé to obtain; to get; to gain; to catch (a disease); proper; suitable; proud; contented; to allow;
to permit; ready; finished

脏兮兮 zāng xī xī dirty; filthy

的 de of; ~'s (possessive particle); (used after an attribute); (used to form a nominal
expression); (used at the end of a declarative sentence for emphasis)

因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of
母鸡 mǔ jī hen

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

上衣 shàng yī jacket; upper outer garment; Classifiers: 件

服 fú
clothes; dress; garment; to serve (in the military, a prison sentence etc); to obey; to be
convinced (by an argument); to convince; to admire; to acclimatize; to take (medicine);
mourning clothes; to wear mourning clothes

日子 rì zi day; a (calendar) date; days of one's life
可就 kě jiù certainly
不好过 bù hǎo guò
了 le (modal particle intensifying preceding clause); (completed action marker)
因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit

只 zhǐ only; merely; just; but; grain that has begun to ripen; variant of 只
袋鼠 dài shǔ kangaroo

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

觉得 jué de to think; to feel

穿 chuān to wear; to put on; to dress; to bore through; to pierce; to perforate; to penetrate; to pass
through; to thread

衣服 yī fu clothes; Classifiers: 件

挺 tǐng straight; erect; to stick out (a part of the body); to (physically) straighten up; to support;
to withstand; outstanding; (coll.) quite; very; classifier for machine guns

没 méi (negative prefix for verbs); have not; not
必要 bì yào necessary; essential; indispensable; required
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Chinese Pinyin English Definition

的 de of; ~'s (possessive particle); (used after an attribute); (used to form a nominal
expression); (used at the end of a declarative sentence for emphasis)

因为 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in
Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling out
numbers digit by digit

只 zhǐ only; merely; just; but; grain that has begun to ripen; variant of 只

长颈鹿 cháng jǐng lù giraffe; Classifiers: 只
穿戴 chuān dài to dress; clothing
整齐 zhěng qí orderly; neat; even; tidy

会 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet;
to gather; to see; union; group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for
this sense is [hui3])

显得 xiǎn de to seem; to look; to appear
很 hěn (adverb of degree); quite; very; awfully

Chinese Pinyin English Definition
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